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LINT. This is true. And because it was not *clearly*
"illegal", Mueller could not prove the "willful" intent
requirement. So as long as info (in the form of "oppo
research," for example) doesn't have a valuation,
*technically* someone cannot KNOW it's "illegal". (It's just
wrong)
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Remember, Mueller found Don Jr.'s solicitation of info from 
Russians wasn't a chargeable crime. He noted, among other 
things, difficulty in assigning a monetary value to the info and 
First Amendment issues. Below is excerpt from Mueller Report.
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2. Just because something is technically "legal" does not make it right, or good for

national security. But one of the consequences of this administration is that the

*only* bar we are looking at is criminality, which can be proved beyond a reasonable

doubt.

3. It's also why impeachment is NOT limited to what is illegal under the laws of the

United States -- it encompasses behavior which may not break the law, but

nevertheless reveals that the President cannot or will not uphold his oath of office to,

say, protect the United States.

4. The bar for fitness for the Oval Office really shouldn't depend on Congress' ability

to imagine and criminalize every possible scenario in which some crazypants person

running for office might be obviously unqualified for the office (and which would

apply to only one person).

5. Not to put too fine a point on it, but it would technically not be "illegal" for Trump

to FedEx the Presidential Daily Brief to Putin every day, or to hand over the nuclear

codes to his BFF, Kim Jong Un. If this is the bar for whether someone ought to be

POTUS, God help us.
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